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One of the most common questions that comes up
about KuneKune’s from prospective owners, is what
kind of housing do they need? Truly, there is no long

or short answer to this question, and housing can
range from the simplest structure to the fanciest

barn.
 The truth is, there are a

few basic, simple, non
negotiables that your

KuneKune needs when
it comes to shelters and

housing.  This article
will cover those basic

needs, and give you all
kinds of ideas of

different shelters that
are all actually utilized

by current AKKPS
members all over the
country.We will also

take a moment to cover
types of bedding, and
pros and cons of each

one.



So what kind of house does a KuneKune really need? Do

you need to spend a ton of money? Do they need heat in

the winter? What if you live in a windy region? What if you

live in a rainy region? KuneKunes of course are very

similar to other pigs in their housing needs, shelters are

generally(but not always) 3 sided. The basic things to look

for when picking out or building a shelter are:

 
Protection from sun and heat

Protection from cold winds, high winds,  and drafts

in winter

Protection from rain and snow

Seems simple, but raises other questions!



One very important thing to note, is that heat is just as

deadly if not more so than cold to these sweet pigs. Being

able to escape the elements including sun is imperative. If

the shelter is in a super sunny spot, and you do not think your

pig is getting enough air circulation in the heat of the

summer, consider putting a vent in or some other method to

help move the air through.

 
 

High wind is not necessarily a problem until winter, and rainy

days. While a draft is nice in the summer, the draft in the winter

can affect your pig very quickly and not in a good way. In colder

climates, many people will use a heavy rug, a cut stall mat, or

some other type of flap to attach over the shelters entry way to

help keep the draft out and keep the warmth in. Do you need a

heat lamp? Quick answer to that is “No, you do not”, unless of

course you are farrowing, but that is a different subject.

 



Truly, there is no “right or wrong” shelter, if the animals’

basic needs are met. Please enjoy all the photos kindly

submitted by AKKPS members, so we can all share and

learn from each other

 





StrawPros

Readily available in most areas, great insulation, moisture wicking and

absorbent, easy to store and has multiple uses

Cons

Known to contain bacteria, fungus, and mycotoxins. Breaks down easily

causing a lot of dust if not changed frequently. Can be high priced

during drought years. 

 Wood ChipsPros

Available at every farm store, smell great, easy to clean, and absorbent,

easy to store and has multiple uses

Cons

Breakdown can cause a lot of dust leading to respiratory infections.

Tiny pieces could get lodged in small or large pigs’ snouts, breathing

them in. Research types of shaving to check different health risks. Do

not dry easily if they get wet

 

Bedding

Hay
Pros
Readily available in most areas, great insulation, provides extra source

of food during colder months, moisture wicking and absorbent, easy to

store, old hay bedding can be added to compost pile

Cons

Expensive, could contain mold if it has previously gotten wet

 


